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WOLLO SPACER is a virtual
multi effects processor plugin
for Native Instrument DJ Intro
that allows you to create and
mix your own timestretched
sound effects to be used in
your productions. *Choose
between WOLLO SPACER Aux
and WOLLO SPACER Master *A
user friendly GUI that requires
no musical skills to use (just
simple drag and drop!) *Two
parallel outputs *16 bit,
44.1 kHz professional audio
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sampling rates *16 bit
external effects including
reverb, EQ, chorus, flanger, …
*Modulation effects such as
Chorus, Flanger, Phaser,
Tremolo, … *A dedicated fader
with the main section
*2 channels of audio *A high
quality 256 KB RAM optimized
workspace to maximize the
plugin performance and speed
*Up to 99 effect instances for
instant creating of new effects
*The ability to add your own
effects of up to 100 MB of
RAM *A fast and unique
48-step sequencer to create
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patterns *Save and load
patterns *Two different modes
to choose from: using
hardware or software samples
WOLLO SPACER functions:
WOLLO SPACER is a VST
plugin written in C++ that
works on 32bit or 64bit
Windows OS-versions. A
detailed description of all
WOLLO SPACER features is
available here: By purchasing
this plugin you not only get
the download but also you
support our channel and make
the WOLLO SPACER
experience more affordable by
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yourself. WOLLO SPACER –
Triple Bass Drone
WOLLO SPACER – Triple Bass
Drone WOLLO SPACER – Micro
Sensations WOLLO SPACER –
Micro Sensations WOLLO
SPACER – Jigga Bass WOLLO
SPACER – Jigga Bass WOLLO
SPACER – Andromeda WOLLO
SPACER – Andromeda WOLLO
SPACER – Fretless Bass
WOLLO SPACER – Fretless
Bass WOLLO SPACER –
WTF???? WOLLO
WOLLO SPACER With License Code For PC
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WOLLO SPACER plugin is
designed as a virtual multi
effects processor with many
ways to connect different
effect plug-ins. The WOLLO
SPACER VST plugin provides a
powerful interface, which
allows you to use the built-in
effects, and any 3rd-party
effect plug-ins, in ways that
would be impossible in a
conventional 3D audio
workstation. What different
from other multi effects
processors: - It has multi
effect processor design, to
connect plug-ins in different
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ways. - It uses multiple
connection blocks for effects. It shows a unifying interface
for effect controls, parameters
and everything. - It has four
main modes for processing: Recording - Mixing - Mastering
- Processing - Many ways to
connect plug-ins: - In one
signal chain - In several signal
chains - In a master output Any combination of signal
chains and output - Many
effect plug-ins can be
connected in any combination
- In multi effect chains - In
multi effect chains and
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outputs - Linked - Via dynamic
linking to insert one effect to
the other - Via dynamic linking
to insert a signal chain to the
other - Via dynamic linking to
insert one effect to the master
bus output WOLLO SPACER
Main Features: - A powerful
interface which allows you to
use built-in effects and 3rdparty effects in any ways you
want. - Multi effect processor
design, to connect plug-ins in
different ways. - Shows a
unifying interface for effect
controls, parameters and
everything. - Four main modes
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for processing: - Recording Mixing - Mastering Processing - Many ways to
connect plug-ins: - In one
signal chain - In several signal
chains - In a master output Any combination of signal
chains and output - Multi
effect chains - Multi effect
chains and outputs - Linked Via dynamic linking to insert
one effect to the other - Via
dynamic linking to insert a
signal chain to the other - Via
dynamic linking to insert one
effect to the master bus
output - Insert one effect to
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the other via dynamic linking
(this feature allows you to
connect effects as a group
and apply multiple effects to
your audio), connect audio
channels to both effects via
dynamic linking, and insert an
effect to the master bus. Insert any signal chain to the
other via dynamic linking,
connect signals in b7e8fdf5c8
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WOLLO SPACER Activation Free Download X64

WOLLO SPACER is a virtual
audio processor for processing
multi effects in to a new
processing chain. It can be
programmed easily with
standard modular
programming. WOLLO SPACER
can be used in any DAW. All
mixing software has to do is to
assign WOLLO SPACER as AU
or VST audio interface.
Features: •Processors: The
WOLLO SPACER can be used
as a multi effects processor in
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a new audio processing chain.
•Integrated Modular
Synthesis: WOLLO SPACER is
based on a modular synthesis
engine. •PCM Interface: The
WOLLO SPACER can work as a
virtual audio interface. •SmartLoad & Save: WOLLO SPACER
can work with any audio
source (WAV, MP3,
OGG/Vorbis) and with any
audio destination (WAV, MP3,
OGG/Vorbis). WOLLO SPACER
will save the last settings in
host software and load them
when needed. •SEQUENCER:
WOLLO SPACER can work with
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any sequence data. •Simple
Sequencing: WOLLO SPACER
works with any pattern
provided in the sequencer
interface. •SPC Description:
WOLLO SPACER can load any
virtual soundcard generated
by SPC description. •Native
Soundcard: WOLLO SPACER
can load/save the settings
from any virtual soundcard.
•CPU: WOLLO SPACER is an
ActiveX component with extra
CPU power. •Cross Platform:
WOLLO SPACER VST plugin
can be used in any DAW
without recompilation. •...
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WOLLO II is a VST/AU plugin
for reworking the classic
WOLLO SPACER patch into a
standard processor for
sequencing. Features:
•Processors: WOLLO II can
process up to 16 audio clips
per patch. It includes: 8 LFO’s,
8 FM’s (all types of FM), 6
ADSR’s, 6 eq’s, 4 delay’s, 4
reverb’s, 4 Chorus/Hihat’s, 4
Multivibe, 2 Mix, one
Clipper/Limiter. •Cross
Platform: WOLLO II works with
any D
What's New In?
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WOLLO SPACER is an easy to
use virtual multi effects
processor. It offers quite a lot
of different effects and you
can easily adjust them
through the user interface.
WOLLO SPACER features: ·
Flexible plugin architecture ·
All effects can be installed
directly into the project file
without the need to install a
separate DLL · EQ,
Compression and Reverb
effects · Correction of
parameters · Automatic gain
settings · Automatic routing in
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the project file · Thresholds · 3
input channels · 9 output
channels · 4 microphone input
channels · Offset microphone
channel · 4 piano keyboard
channels · 4 kick drum
channel · 1 guitar channel · 1
drum channel · 1 drum pad
channel · Ambient microphone
channel · Drum track can be
automatically triggered when
playing an instrument. · 24
effect paths, path number is
user definable · · List of effects
+ Noise Gate + Analogue
Delay + Chorus + Flange +
Formant Filter + Phaser +
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Spectrum + Compression +
Equalizer + Gate + Wind +
Dynamics + Tape Echo +
Reverb + Delays + Delay /
reverb + Ring modulator +
Pitch tracker + 3 to 4 linked
effects + Offset + effect
routing + automatic gain set
+ routing · Loads and saves
the parameters from an
external user file · Auto route,
save it in the project file · Auto
route, allow to connect to the
output of another effect · Auto
route, allow to connect to the
input of another effect ·
Automatic gain setting ·
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Automatic threshold setting ·
Normal distribution · Apply in
automatic mode on the next
load · Apply on output channel
· Apply on input channel ·
Apply to each patch · User can
apply selection to any type of
patch · User can apply
selection to any kind of effect
· Other MIDI controls can be
set for reverb and delay ·
Effects can be set to auto fire,
will be triggered when needed
· Each effect can be
modulated with velocity to
other effect · Random function
· Random noise type · Random
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effect type · Pitch tracking ·
Wavetable instrument · FFT ·
Feedback · Random key ·
Random cue · Random drum
set · Modulator with random
modulation type · Random
modulation intensity · Random
modulation interval ·
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System Requirements For WOLLO SPACER:

Windows 7 SP1 or later Core i3
or higher 2 GB of RAM DirectX
11 compatible graphics card
1024 x 768 Display resolution
1 GB available hard drive
space Minimum system
requirements for every game
is always based on the lowest
requirements stated on the
game's description page. For
more information on specific
minimum specs, be sure to
check the game's Description
Page. Please note that
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although all games run and
display perfectly on all
Windows 10 systems, not all
games are officially made for
Windows 10. In some cases,
Microsoft
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